2016 CR-Z SPORT HYBRID
A hybrid by any other name.

Hybrid. Sportscar. The CR-Z proves that opposites can coexist. With a 39-mpg highway rating* and an available 6-speed manual transmission, it’s one of the most efficient ways to have fun on four wheels.

*36 city/39 highway/37 combined mpg rating for CVT models. Based on 2016 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, battery-pack age/condition and other factors.
Efficiency and fun.

CR-Z EX-L Navi shown in Milano Red.

PERFORMANCE

INTEGRATED MOTOR ASSIST
The IMA system fuses legendary i-VTEC® technology with an electric motor to produce an impressive 140 lb-ft of torque* (6MT).

6-SPEED MANUAL TRANSMISSION
The CR-Z is the only production hybrid equipped with a close-ratio 6-speed manual gearbox.

*SAE net.
The 2016 CR-Z introduces leather-trimmed seats that are stylish, comfortable and provide lateral support through twisty turns (EX-L Navi).

MULTI-INFORMATION DISPLAY
The MID screen provides important information at a glance, displaying everything from incoming phone calls to power flow.

HEATED SEATS
It's easy to warm up to the CR-Z. All you have to do is push a button to reach your ideal temperature (EX-L Navi).
HondaLink® NEXT GENERATION

Touch, pinch and swipe through music, podcasts and more. All you need is a compatible smartphone.

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE TRANSMISSION

The available CVT drives like an automatic, while offering smooth acceleration in addition to impressive fuel efficiency.

PUSH BUTTON START

Don’t turn the ignition. Press it. The CR-Z can identify when your key is inside the vehicle, and it all starts with the push of a button.

PLUS SPORT SYSTEM

Push the S+ button to prime the engine for a boost of speed. Use it while passing, getting up to speed on the freeway or just for fun.
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ELECTRIC PARKING BRAKE

Step on the gas and the electric parking brake disengages if you forget to do it manually.

STEERING WHEEL-MOUNTED CONTROLS

Whether you want to change the music or take a call, steering wheel-mounted controls let you do it all while keeping your hands on the wheel.
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ALUMINUM PEDALS

These race-inspired pedals are durable, stylish and perfect for your lead foot (EX, EX-L Navi).

ONE-TOUCH TURN INDICATORS

Lightly push the lever up or down for a three-blink sequence. For a continuous signal, push until it locks into place.

†Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld electronic devices while operating a vehicle. For safety reasons, always launch your audio application or perform any other operation on your phone or audio device only when the vehicle is safely parked.

*36 city/39 highway/37 combined mpg rating for CVT models. Based on 2016 EPA mileage ratings. Use for comparison purposes only. Your mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, battery-pack age/condition and other factors.
Whether you’re carving through a canyon road or cruising through the city, the CR-Z has three different driving modes to handle it all.

**SPORT MODE (RED)**
Extra power. Enhanced handling. This mode helps you get the most excitement from any drive.

**ECON MODE (GREEN)**
ECON mode helps optimize throttle response and air conditioning to help maximize efficiency.

**NORMAL MODE (BLUE)**
A balance of performance and efficiency, the default mode is perfect for everyday driving.
The CR-Z brings the right
technology and plenty
of space along for the ride.

HILL START ASSIST
Keeps the CR-Z from rolling backward by maintaining brake pressure for approximately 1.5 seconds after releasing the brake.

CENTER CONSOLE
A new center console and armrest provide plenty of space for your stuff, plus a little elbow room.

CARGO AREA
The CR-Z includes an expandable cargo area, plus a rear cargo console behind the front seats for extra storage.

Honda LANEWATCH™
Signal right and a small camera displays live video on your Display Audio screen to reveal nearly four times more than the passenger-side mirror alone (EX, EX-L Navi).

Honda reminds you to properly secure cargo items.
The CR-Z doesn’t just offer an exciting ride. It comes with all the benefits of a hybrid electric car, including an impressive 39 mpg highway rating.* 

**PERFORMANCE WITH PERKS**

*Based on highway driving and EPA estimates. Your actual mileage will vary depending on driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, battery-pack age/condition and other factors.

**KEY STANDARD FEATURES FOR ALL CR-Z MODELS**

- 6-speed manual transmission
- Multi-angle rearview camera with dynamic guidelines
- Smart Entry with push button start
- 7-inch Display Audio touch-screen
- 2 USB ports

**TRIM COMBINATIONS**

**EX**

- Smart Entry with push button start
- Multi-angle rearview camera with dynamic guidelines
- Hill start assist
- Bluetooth® hands-free phone link
- Streaming audio
- Textured aluminum pedals
- USB Audio Interface

**EX-L NAVI**

- Navigation System
- Rearview camera
- Honda LaneWatch
- ECON logo
- 7-inch Display Audio with voice recognition and Honda HD Traffic
- Bluetooth® hands-free phone link
- Streaming audio
- Textured aluminum pedals
- USB Audio Interface

**LIMITED EDITION**

- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System
- Honda Digital Traffic

**EXTRA**

- Speaker upgrade

**EXTRAS**

- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink® and streaming audio
- Textured aluminum pedals
- USB Audio Interface

**EXTRA PLUS**

- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink® and streaming audio
- Textured aluminum pedals
- USB Audio Interface

**EXTRA PLUS NAVI**

- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System
- Honda Digital Traffic

**EXTRA PRIME**

- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink® and streaming audio
- Textured aluminum pedals
- USB Audio Interface

**EXTRA PRIME NAVI**

- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System
- Honda Digital Traffic

**EXTRA SPORT**

- Bluetooth® HandsFreeLink® and streaming audio
- Textured aluminum pedals
- USB Audio Interface

**EXTRA SPORT NAVI**

- Leather-trimmed seats
- Heated front seats
- Honda Satellite-Linked Navigation System
- Honda Digital Traffic
Join the millions of other Honda fans and connect with us socially.¹⁵

Powerful. Agile. Versatile enough to handle almost any condition. It’s no wonder Honda is the official vehicle of the NHL.¹⁴

crz.honda.com